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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Shear bolt technology 

Shear bolts are designed with predetermined shear 
points when the proper torque is reached and will 
ensure a good connection. After the head bolt shears 
off, the bolt should not protrude above connector 
body and leave any sharp edges. Filing is not 
required and bolts should not be removed. Only a  
¾” HEX head six point deep impact socket and an 18 
volt battery operated impact tool is required.      

Body 

These connectors are made of high tensile strength  
aluminum alloy or copper. The bore entry of the  
connector has been chamfered for ease of conductor 
insertion. The inside of the connector bore has cross   
grooves for superior conductor contact and incorporates 
a stop barrier. Aluminum connectors have been highly 
tinned and may include neutral inhibitor inside the bore  
upon request.        

Centering rings 

Optional centering rings can be provided for the 
smallest conductor range of each connector upon 
request.       

General Description 

These mechanical connectors with shear bolt head 
technology are designed for use in low and medium 
voltage applications. They can accommodate all 
cable sizes from #3 AWG to 1250kcmil with copper 
or aluminum conductors. These connectors help 
lower overall job cost and provide safe and easy 
installation. ANSI C119.4-2011/16 test and/or 
custom connector designs are available upon 
request. 
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 SAVINGS AND BENEFITS

The following is a list of benefits and savings associated with the use of 
shear bolt technology for both Underground and Overhead type work. 

1. No recorded injuries associated with the use of our shear bolt technology. Eliminates
sprains and strains associated with large and heavy hydraulic or battery-operated
compression tools.

2. Reduces work time involved while completing each installation.

3. No need for specialized costly hydraulic or battery-operated crimping tools. An 18-volt
battery operated impact tool does the job. No costly and numerous crimping dies
required for each connector/conductor combination. Only a 3/4“ 6-point deep well
impact socket is required. Elimination of lead tinning or crimping on PILC transition or
EPR or XLPE type cables.

4. Zero mistakes related to the use of incorrect and/or improper use of dies leading to
connector or accessory failures.

5. Less stock in inventory or on the trucks. All shear bolt connectors are multi range and
most will accept as many as five different conductor sizes either aluminum or copper. In
some cases, one straight connector can replace up to 44 different crimp type copper or
aluminum connectors.

6. Most connectors are Bi-metallic for use on copper and aluminum conductors in both
Underground and Overhead applications. Copper connectors also available for copper
conductor use only.

7. All styles of shear bolt connectors have been tested to ANSI C-119.4-2011/2016
standards and have passed such test successfully for straights, lugs, copper tops and
“Y” types. Test results available upon request.

8. No electrical failures associated with our connectors on over 300,000 overhead and
underground installations to date.

9. Compatible with all non-tension Overhead applications, also for Underground PILC,
heat shrink, cold shrink, pre-molded or taped joints and terminations.

10. Our connectors are highly tinned to prevent the effects of corrosion. No wire brushing
lug spade required.

11. All our connectors, shear bolts and inhibitor are RoHs compliant.

For additional information contact: 
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These are multi-range tin plated aluminum alloy straight connectors with a solid center 
barrier for both aluminum and copper conductors. These connectors are for use in low 
and medium voltage applications from #3 AWG up to 1250 Kcmil. 

FEATURES 
 Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy 

Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy 
  Voltage:  Up to 36 kV
     Tools:  3/4” HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required. 

18V battery impact tool recommended 

STRAIGHT MECHANICAL SHEAR BOLT CONNECTORS 
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These are multi-range tin plated aluminum alloy step connectors with a solid center 
barrier designed for both aluminum and copper conductors. These connectors are for 
use in low and medium voltage applications. 

           FEATURES 

             Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy 
      Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy 

          Voltage:  Up to 36 kV 
             Tools:  3/4” Hex (six point) deep well impact socket required. 

     18V battery impact tool recommended. 

STRAIGHT STEP MECHANICAL SHEAR BOLT CONNECTORS 
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Tin-plated aluminum alloy straight in line connectors with solid center barriers suitable for  
splice replacement or splicing damaged cable in order to avoid additional cable splices. 
For use with stranded Aluminum or Copper conductors in low and medium voltage 
applications. 

FEATURES 

 Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy 
Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy 

 Voltage:  Up to 36 kV   
    Tools:  3/4” HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required 

18V battery impact tool recommended      

STRAIGHT REPAIR TYPE SHEAR BOLT CONNECTORS 
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These are one piece tinned aluminum alloy cable lugs designed for both 
aluminum and copper conductors from #3 AWG up to 1000 Kcmil. Approved for 
low and medium voltage applications on multiple NEMA spacing connections. 

  FEATURES 

Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy 
            Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy

 Voltage:  Up to 36 kV 
   Tools:  3/4” HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required        

       18V battery impact tool recommended 

MECHANICAL SHEAR BOLT LUGS 
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Tin-plated aluminum alloy cable lugs for repair or replacement of existing connections from 
#4 AWG up to 1000 Kcmil. Suitable for use on stranded Aluminum or Copper conductors.  
Approved for low and medium voltage applications on multiple NEMA spacing connections. 

  FEATURES 

Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy 
 Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy    

 Voltage:  Up to 36 kV 
   Tools:  3/4” HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required        

18V battery impact tool recommended 

REPAIR MECHANICAL SHEAR BOLT LUGS 
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These are tined aluminum alloy “H” connectors with a solid center barrier 
and are designed for both aluminum and copper conductors. They are 
designed for use in low and medium voltage applications from #3 AWG up 
to 1000 Kcmil. 

FEATURES 

Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy
Voltage:  Up through 36 kV            

            Tooling:  3/4” HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required  
18V battery impact tool recommended

MECHANICAL “H” SHEAR BOLT CONNECTORS   
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These are tined aluminium alloy “Y” type connectors with a solid center 
barrier are designed for both aluminium and copper conductors. They are 
designed for use in low and medium voltage applications from #3 AWG up 
to 1000 Kcmil. 

    FEATURES 

Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy
            Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy

 Voltage:  Up to 36 kV   
   Tools:  3/4” HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required            
              18V battery impact tool recommended 

MECHANICAL “Y” SHEAR BOLT CONNECTORS  
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These are Bi-metallic, aluminum alloy cooper top connectors for both aluminium and 
copper conductors. They are for use on 600 Amp and 900 Amp “T” Body Elbow 
applications.  

These are Bi-metallic, aluminum alloy and cooper top connectors with shear bolt that has 
predetermined shear points and designed for both aluminum and copper conductors, to 
beused with 200 Amp loadbreak and non-loadbreak Elbows.          

       FEATURES
Material:  Body:  High tensile aluminum alloy  

            Spade: Copper  
            Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy

Voltage:  Up to 36 kV 
Tools:  3/4” HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required. 

   18V battery impact tool recommended 

BIMETALLIC SHEAR BOLT CONNECTORS 200 & 600/900 AMP 
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These copper alloy straight connectors that are intended to be used in low and 
medium voltage applications from #3 AWG up to 1000 Kcmil with copper 
conductors only. 

Copper alloy “Y” connectors designed for use in low and medium voltage 
applications from 1/C #3 AWG up to 750 Kcmil. 

    FEATURES 
Material:  Body:  Copper 

          Bolts:  Brass         
            Voltage:  Up to 36 kV  
               Tools:  3/4” Hex (six point) deep well impact socket required. 

18V battery impact tool recommended  

COPPER SHEAR BOLT CONNECTORS 
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This is a one piece tinned aluminum alloy cable lug, that is designed for both 
aluminium and copper conductors from #3 AWG up to 1/0 AWG 1/C PILC medium 
voltage applications on 600amp “T” Body Elbows. 

FEATURES 
 Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy  

   Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy           
 Voltage:  Up to 36 kV  
    Tools:  3/4 HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required  

18V battery impact tool recommended 

These stem connectors “LOLLIPOP” type are for low and médium voltaje terminations. 

FEATURES 
Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy 

 Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy
                 STEM:  High tensile tin-plated Copper 

       Voltage:  Up to 36 kV  
          Tools:  3/4” HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required  

   18V battery impact tool recommended 

SPECIALTY SHEAR BOLT CONNECTORS 
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This is a one piece tinned aluminum alloy cable lugs designed for both 
aluminum and copper conductors of #2 up to 1000 Kcmil. Approved for low and 
medium voltage applications on multiple NEMA spacing connections. 

   FEATURES 

Material:  Body:  High tensile tin-plated aluminum alloy 
         Bolts:  High tensile strength aluminum alloy

 Voltage:   Up to 36 kV 
   Tools:  3/4” HEX (six point) deep well impact socket required 

       18V battery impact tool recommended 

MECHANICAL SHEAR BOLT LUGS 
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INSTALLATION  TOOLS       

A 18 V battery impact tool is recommended, and a ¾ HEX (six 
point) deep well impact socket is recommended for installation of 
all shear bolts          

      3/4” HEX (six point) 
               deep well impact socket 

 18 V battery impact tool  
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 General shear bolt connector installation instructions 

"Do Not Remove Bolts Prior To or During Connector Installation”  
“Do Not Wire Brush Spade on Lugs”  

Follow the same installation sequence for all types of PCS connectors. 

1. Remove cable insulation equal to connector bore depths and insert conductor
making sure it hits the connector bore stop.

2. Prepare exposed conductor by wire brushing and apply your company's approved
inhibitor.

3. Insert conductor into connector bore and hand tighten bolts making sure bolts make
good tight contact with conductor.

4. Hold connector with glove hand and using a 3/4" six points deep impact socket and
a 18V battery impact tool, tighten each bolt at least twice with the impact driver
always starting with the outside bolt following the numerical sequence shown above
and proceed to shear each bolt in the same sequence shown.

Connector installation is now complete 
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